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Abstract. Detecting programming errors and vulnerabilities in software
is increasingly important, and building tools that help developers with
this task is a crucial area of investigation on which the industry depends.
In object-oriented languages, one naturally defines stateful objects where
the safe use of methods depends on their internal state; the correct use
of objects according to their protocols is then enforced at compile-time
by an analysis based on behavioral types.
We present Java Typestate Checker (JATYC), a tool based on the Checker
Framework that verifies Java programs with respect to typestates. These
define the object’s states, the methods that can be called in each state,
and the states resulting from the calls. The tool offers the following strong
guarantees: sequences of method calls obey to object’s protocols; com-
pletion of objects’ protocols; detection of null-pointer exceptions; and
control of the sharing of resources through access permissions.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no research or industrial tools
that offer all these features. In particular, the implementation of sharing
control in a typestate-based tool seems to be novel, and has an important
impact on programming flexibility, since, for most programs, the linear
discipline imposed by behavioral types is too strict.
Sharing of objects is enabled by means of an assertion language incor-
porating fractional permissions; to lift from programmers the burden of
writing the assertions, JATYC infers all of these by building a constraint
system and solving it with Z3, producing general assertions sufficient to
accept the code, if these exist.

Keywords: Behavioral types · object-oriented programming · types-
tates · access permissions · inference

1 Introduction

Programming errors such as de-referencing null pointers, or using resources
wrongly, e.g., reading from a closed file, just to name a few, result in programs
that might malfunction in many ways, producing unexpected behaviors or even
crashing. It is, therefore, crucial to develop tools that assist the software devel-
opment process by detecting mistakes as early as possible since these bugs occur
more often than one might think [31].
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In programming languages, some common errors are detected thanks to type
systems implemented in type checkers [8]. Unfortunately, the subset of errors de-
tected in present mainstream languages is still limited. For instance, most OOP
languages, including Java, do not statically ensure that methods are called ac-
cording to a specified protocol, like calling hasNext before calling next in an iter-
ator. Usually, the protocol is specified in natural language in the documentation,
but not statically enforced: this is a source of many errors, like accessing a vari-
able that was not initialized [4]. More subtle undetected errors include concurrent
threads reading and eventually closing a shared resource unexpectedly. While
some language frameworks support a refined analysis, they require expert users
to provide complex specifications, for example, in separation logic [21,29,20].

In this paper, we provide a tool to help filling this gap and introduce Java
Typestate Checker (JATYC), which type-checks a Java program where objects
are associated with typestates. Java classes are annotated with typestates defin-
ing the behavior of class instances in terms of available methods and state transi-
tions. With JATYC, well-typed programs have the following properties: objects
are used according to their protocols (typestates); protocols reach the end state;
null-pointer exceptions are not raised; data-races at the level of variables/fields
and interference between method calls on the same object do not occur. Ensur-
ing these properties is crucial to avoid protocol bugs like one found in [33], where
an app tracing COVID-19 failed to perform a crucial step in the protocol: notify
users if they were in close contact with potentially infectious patients, leaving
the protocol uncompleted.

JATYC is a new implementation of Mungo [24] that adds critical features
and fixes known issues, like assuming that a continue statement jumps to the
beginning of the loop’s body, thus skipping the condition expression [25], which
may produce false negatives. JATYC was implemented in Kotlin [22] as a plugin
for the Checker Framework [28].

Originally, Mungo was implemented with JastAdd [13], an extension to Java
that supports a specification formalism called Rewritable Circular Reference
Attributed Grammars [12], enabling the modular implementation of compiler
tools and languages [13]. Unfortunately, JastAdd does not seem to be actively
maintained5 and editor support is lacking (except for syntax highlighting)6. The
Checker Framework [28] is a tool that supports adding type systems to the Java
language. With a plugin written in Java or any other Java interoperable lan-
guage, one defines the type qualifiers and enforces the semantics of the type
system. Programmers can then write the type qualifiers in their programs, with
Java annotations7, and use the plugin to detect errors [28]. The Checker Frame-
work is actively maintained, well-integrated with the Java language and toolset,
and has being used to detect bugs in popular projects, like null-pointer errors

5 The second to last release was on 2019: https://jastadd.cs.lth.se/releases/

jastadd2/2.3.4/release-notes.php
6 https://jastadd.cs.lth.se/web/tool-support/
7 https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/articles/java/

ma14-architect-annotations.html

https://jastadd.cs.lth.se/releases/jastadd2/2.3.4/release-notes.php
https://jastadd.cs.lth.se/releases/jastadd2/2.3.4/release-notes.php
https://jastadd.cs.lth.se/web/tool-support/
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/articles/java/ma14-architect-annotations.html
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/articles/java/ma14-architect-annotations.html
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in Google Collections [11], with their Nullness Checker plugin8. Together with
Kotlin, it allowed us to be more productive in the development of the tool.

JATYC was developed in the context of the first author’s master’s disserta-
tion [25]. The document and the code are freely distributed9. The major contri-
butions with respect to the current version of Mungo are:

- checking the absence of null pointer errors, which is critical to avoid the
“The Billion Dollar Mistake” [18];

- checking that the protocols of objects are completed, i.e. protocols reach
the end state;

- support for the static control of sharing of objects, allowing safe alias-
ing and concurrency, while preventing data-races, patterns which are very
common in object-oriented programming languages, thus increasing expres-
siveness and programming flexibility.

2 Related work

We are interested in object-oriented languages where well-typed programs follow
these properties: objects follow their specified protocols; protocols reach the
end state; null-pointer exceptions are not raised; and data-races do not occur.
We now present a review of relevant works we know on the topics. A more
complete overview of existing works is also available in the first author’s master’s
dissertation [25].

Behavioral Types are type disciplines that describe properties associated
with the behavior of programs [19]. Type systems that include this notion, allow
for the static verification of interactions and protocol compliance, like ensuring
that the hasNext method is called before next in an iterator object.

If multiple references to the same object exist (i.e. aliasing), type information
can get outdated if the object changes state via another reference. In solutions
that implement behavioral types, it is common to force the linear use of
objects, meaning that there is only one reference for each object [2]. Unfor-
tunately, this restricts what a programmer can do, since sharing references is
common practice in imperative and object-oriented programming languages.

One solution to statically verify code with shared data is the use of ac-
cess permissions [6,5]: abstract capabilities that characterize the way a shared
resource can be accessed by multiple references [30]. This notion is built on
Linear Logic [16], which treats permissions as linear resources, and Separation
Logic [29,27], which reasons about program behavior against specifications. Ac-
cess permissions are used to ensure that only a reference can write on a particular
location at any given time, and to ensure that if a location is read by a thread,
all other threads only have read permission for that location, thus avoiding in-
terference in concurrent programs [30].

Fractional permissions [6] are concrete fractional numbers, ranged over 0
and 1, representing the permission for a shared resource: absence of permission

8 https://checkerframework.org/manual/#nullness-checker
9 https://github.com/jdmota/java-typestate-checker

https://checkerframework.org/manual/#nullness-checker
https://github.com/jdmota/java-typestate-checker
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is represented by 0; full permission (to read and write) is represented by 1;
and shared read-only access is represented by a value strictly between 0 and 1.
Fractional permissions can be split into a number of fractions and distributed
among multiple references. For example, a permission s can be split into s1 and
s2 such that s = s1 + s2, allowing two references to have read access to the same
resource. Permissions that were split may also be joined again [30,6].

Mungo [24] is a tool that extends Java with typestate definitions [15] which
are associated with Java classes and define the behavior of instances of those
classes, specifying the sequences of method calls allowed in terms of a state ma-
chine. Mungo then statically checks that method calls happen in order, following
the specified behavior, and ensures that protocols reach the end state. Mungo
does not allow aliasing of objects associated with typestates [24].

Fugue [10] integrates typestates [15] with an object-oriented programming
language, allowing the programmer to add declarative specifications on inter-
faces, providing preconditions and postconditions, and marking methods that
are used for allocating or releasing resources, thus limiting the order in which
object’s methods are called. Fugue then ensures that methods are called in cor-
rect order, preconditions are met before a method is called, and resources are
not used before allocated or after being released. Fugue allows aliasing through
its guarded types (NotAliased and MayBeAliased), which track the lifetime but
not the number of references to an object [10].

Plaid [32,26,17] is a typestate-oriented programming language [15] designed
for concurrency. In Plaid, the class of an object represents its current state, and
that class can change dynamically during runtime. Not only the interface (i.e.
available methods) depends on the state, the behavior (i.e. implementation) also
depends on the current state. Plaid also incorporates access permissions, which
are associated with each type to express the aliasing and the mutability of the
corresponding object, using keywords such as unique, shared and immutable.
Unfortunately, Plaid does not seem to be maintained any longer [30,17]. As far
as we know, Plaid as no notion of protocol completion.

To statically ensure the absence of null-pointer exceptions, there are tools
such as the Nullness Checker of the Checker Framework. This tool enhances the
Java’s type system so that types are non-nullable by default, which means that
null values cannot be assigned to them. To declare a variable or field with a
nullable type (i.e. a variable or field where the null value can be assigned to), one
can use the Nullable annotation10. Some modern languages, such as Kotlin, also
distinguish non-null types from nullable types, thus avoiding these exceptions11.
Nonetheless, these may produce false positives that might force the programmer
to provide additional checks, following a style known as defensive programming,
that a value is not null, even when it is provable that the code is safe.12

10 https://checkerframework.org/manual/#nullness-checker
11 https://kotlinlang.org/docs/null-safety.html
12 An example is available at https://tinyurl.com/2hmwx7vk.

https://checkerframework.org/manual/#nullness-checker
https://kotlinlang.org/docs/null-safety.html
https://tinyurl.com/2hmwx7vk
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3 Motivating example

To motivate the need for JATYC, consider a LineReader Java class that is
responsible for both opening a file and reading it line by line.13 List. 1.1 presents
an implementation.

Listing 1.1. LineReader class
1 import java . i o . * ;
2 public c lass LineReader {
3 private Fi leReader f i l e = null ;
4 private int curr ;
5
6 public Status open ( St r ing f ) {
7 try {
8 f i l e = new Fi leReader ( f ) ;
9 curr = f i l e . read ( ) ;

10 return Status .OK;
11 } catch ( IOException exp ) {
12 return Status .ERROR;
13 }
14 }
15
16 public St r ing read ( )
17 throws IOException {
18 St r ingBu i ld e r s t r =
19 new St r ingBu i ld e r ( ) ;
20 while (
21 curr != 10 && curr != =1
22 ) {
23 s t r . append ( ( char ) curr ) ;
24 curr = f i l e . read ( ) ;
25 }
26 i f ( curr == 10)
27 curr = f i l e . read ( ) ;
28 return s t r . t oS t r i ng ( ) ;
29 }
30
31 public boolean eo f ( ) {
32 return curr == =1;
33 }
34
35 public void c l o s e ( )
36 throws IOException {
37 f i l e . c l o s e ( ) ;
38 }
39
40 public enum Status { OK, ERROR }
41 }

The intended protocol is defined implicitly by the sequences of method calls
that are supported, and by the “states” reached via those calls. To use the
LineReader, one must invoke the open method passing the path of the file. If the
call returns ERROR, then the file could not be opened. If it returns OK, then
one can proceed to read the file. Before calling the read method, one must call
the eof method to ensure that the end of the file was not reached. Each read call
returns a string with a new line. After reading the file, the close method must
be called to free the resources and close the underlying stream.

If this contract is not followed, errors may occur or wrong results may be
produced. If one attempts to read before calling open, a NullPointException will

13 The class could be a subclass of the abstract class java.io.Reader.
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be thrown since the file field has a null reference (line 24). Additionally, if one
calls the read method after calling close, an IOException will occur since the
stream is closed (line 37). Finally, if one keeps reading the file after eof returns
true, then read will return empty strings, giving a false impression that the
file being read contains empty lines.14 While the Java compiler accepts most of
the wrong behaviors described above, in the next section we will show how to
enrich Java programs with typestate annotations that allow rejecting programs
containing these kinds of behavioral errors at compile-time.

4 What is the tool good for?

Protocols. All instances of a Java class having a typestate are checked in or-
der to enforce the prescribed behavior. The typestate specifications are writ-
ten in .protocol files, with the form typestate T{S1 . . . Sn}, where each state
Si is a list of method transitions {M1 . . .Mj}, and the general form of Mi is:
T m(T1,...,Tk) : <v1: S1, ..., vm: Sm>, with T, T1, . . . , Tk Java types: when method
m is executed and returns value vi, the typestate switches to state Si.

15

List. 1.2 presents the protocol for the LineReader (cf. List. 1.1). It specifies
four states, Init, Open, Read and Close, and implicitly includes the end state,
which is the final state. In the initial state Init, only the open method is available
to be called (line 3). If the method returns OK, the state changes to Open;
otherwise, the state changes to end, where no operations are allowed. After
opening the file, the close method may be called anytime, except if the file was
already closed (lines 7, 11, and 14). In the Open state, one may call the eof
method (line 6). If it returns true, the state changes to Close; otherwise, the
state changes to Read. In the Read state one may call the read method, which
then changes the state to Open (line 10).

Listing 1.2. LineReader protocol
1 type s ta t e LineReaderProtocol {
2 I n i t = {
3 Status open ( St r ing ) : <OK: Open , ERROR: end>
4 }
5 Open = {
6 boolean eo f ( ) : <t rue : Close , f a l s e : Read>,
7 void c l o s e ( ) : end
8 }
9 Read = {

10 St r ing read ( ) : Open ,
11 void c l o s e ( ) : end
12 }
13 Close = {
14 void c l o s e ( ) : end
15 }
16 }

To associate a protocol with a Java class, one must include a Typestate
annotation containing the (relative) path of the protocol file. For backwards-

14 Code examples are available online at https://git.io/JtR7E.
15 The complete grammar is available at https://git.io/JtMu3.

https://git.io/JtR7E
https://git.io/JtMu3
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compatibility with Mungo, we support the Typestate annotation from the mungo.lib
package (List. 1.3).

Listing 1.3. LineReader class with Typestate annotation
1 import mungo . l i b . Typestate ;
2 @Typestate ( “LineReader . p ro toco l ” )
3 public c lass LineReader { /* . . . */ }

Protocol compliance and completion. JATYC ensures that instances
of Java classes associated with a typestate not only obey to the corresponding
protocol, but are also consumed (that is, they reach the end state): as a conse-
quence, potentially important method calls are not forgotten and resources are
freed. To add more flexibility, it is also possible to declare states in which an
object may stop to be used. These droppable states [25] are declared by including
the following special transition drop: end.16

To see an example of incorrect use of LineReader, consider List. 1.4, where
errors are indicated in the comments. According to the protocol (List. 1.2), the
reader object is in the Close state (line 5); thus, the only available method is
close, that is, read is not available. Negating the loop condition fixes the error.
Moreover, the close method is called nowhere: therefore the protocol does not
reach the end state.

Listing 1.4. LineReader use
1 LineReader reader = new LineReader ( ) ;
2 switch ( reader . open ( ) ) {
3 case OK:
4 while ( reader . e o f ( ) ) {
5 System . out . p r i n t l n ( reader . read ( ) ) ;
6 // Error : cannot c a l l “read” on s t a t e Close
7 }
8 break ;
9 case ERROR:

10 System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( “Could not open f i l e ” ) ;
11 break ;
12 }
13 // Error : ob j e c t did not complete i t s pro toco l

Nullness checking. Null pointer errors are the cause of most runtime excep-
tions in Java programs [4,31]: being able to detect these errors at compile-time
is therefore crucial. Towards that direction, JATYC offers the following guaran-
tees: (1) types are non-null by default (contrary to Java’s default type system17),
method calls and field accesses are only performed on non-null types; (2) false
positives (in classes associated to protocols) are ruled out by taking into account
that methods are only called in a specific order. To allow a type to be nullable,
one can use the Nullable annotation. The analysis is based on the formal work
done in [7] for a language that served as basis for Mungo.

To exemplify guarantee (1), List. 1.5 presents two scenarios where methods
are potentially called on null values. In line 5, JATYC reports an error since a
method call could be performed on null. In line 9, no error is reported since the
code checks for null first (line 8).

16 Example of droppable states at https://git.io/JOqfc.
17 The fact that null is a value of any type is the source of Java not being type safe. [1]

https://git.io/JOqfc
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Listing 1.5. Nullness checking example (1)
1 import org . checkerframework . checker . j t c . l i b . Nu l l ab l e ;
2 import java . i o . Fi leReader ;
3 public c lass Main {
4 void use1 ( @Nullable Fi leReader f i l e ) {
5 int c = f i l e . read ( ) ; // Error : cannot c a l l “read” on nu l l
6 }
7 void use2 ( @Nullable Fi leReader f i l e ) {
8 i f ( f i l e != null )
9 int c = f i l e . read ( ) ; // Safe operation

10 }
11 }

To see how guarantee (2) works, consider List. 1.6: if one calls the read
method before open, a null pointer error will occur. But since open must be
called first (according to the protocol), we know that the file field is non-null
when read is called; thus, the operation is safe. Notice the absence of defensive
programming, required by many static analysis tools, namely by the Nullness
Checker of the Checker Framework.

Listing 1.6. Nullness checking example (2)
1 import org . checkerframework . checker . j t c . l i b . Nu l l ab l e ;
2 // . . .
3 public c lass LineReader {
4 private @Nullable Fi leReader f i l e = null ;
5 // . . .
6 public St r ing read ( ) {
7 // . . .
8 curr = f i l e . read ( ) ; // Safe operation
9 // . . .

10 }
11 }

Sharing. In imperative languages, it is common to have multiple references
to the same object. Aliasing makes it more difficult to track the state of each
object, since it may change via another reference. The whole challenge becomes
even harder in the presence of concurrent computations and accesses. Consider
the example in List. 1.7 where a reference is stored in a field (line 1) and passed
to a method call (line 5). Depending on the body of the use method, the program
in List. 1.7 can be safe or unsafe: if the method modifies the state of the reader
object (by calling methods on it), then the assumptions the wrapper made about
the state of the stored reference are wrong, and in turn the program must be
rejected, otherwise the program could be accepted. JATYC is able to track the
potential state changes in the use method, thus allowing for a more liberal and
sound management of resources.

Listing 1.7. Aliasing example (1)
1 class Wrapper { public LineReader reader = new LineReader ( ) ; }
2 class Main {
3 void main ( ) {
4 Wrapper wrapper = new Wrapper ( ) ;
5 use ( wrapper . r eader ) ;
6 }
7 // . . .
8 }
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Assertion := Term | Term “∧” Assertion
Term := Access | Equality | TypeOf | Packed | Unpacked

Access := “access” “(” AccessLocation “,” f “)”
Equality := “eq” “(” Location “,” Location “)”
TypeOf := “typeof” “(” Location “,” t “)”
Packed := “packed” “(” Location “)”
Unpacked := “unpacked” “(” Location “)”

Location := id | id “.” Location
AccessLocation := id | id “.” “0” | id “.” AccessLocation

Table 1. Assertions’ grammar

To track aliasing and control the operations that can be allowed, we integrate
behavioral types [19] with fractional permissions [6] in an assertion lan-
guage, obtaining an original (and promising) combination. Table 1 shows the
grammar of assertions. Each assertion is a conjunction of five types of predicates:
access (specifies the fractional permissions for access locations); typeof (asserts
the current state of an object); packed (asserts that the object’s fields are hidden
behind the abstract typestate view); unpacked (asserts that the object’s fields
are exposed); eq (asserts that two locations point to the same object). Access
locations refer to variables, fields, or the objects pointed by those, for example:
x refers to the local variable x ; x.y refers to the field y of the object pointed by
x ; x.0 refers to the object pointed by variable x. The x.0 notion allows us to
distinguish the permissions to call methods on objects from the permissions to
read from or write to the variables or fields themselves.

Listing 1.8. Aliasing example (2)

1 LineReader r1 = new LineReader ( ) , r2 = r1 ;
2 // access ( r1 , 1) ∧ access ( r1 .0 , 1/2) ∧ typeo f ( r1 , State “ In i t ”) ∧
3 // access ( r2 , 1) ∧ access ( r2 .0 , 1/2) ∧ typeo f ( r2 , State “ In i t ”) ∧
4 // packed ( r1 ) ∧ packed ( r2 ) ∧ eq ( r1 , r2 )

List. 1.8 shows an assertion example for two variables with the same reference.
The predicate access(r1, 1) indicates there is read and write access permission
to the variable; access(r1.0, 1/2) indicates that there is only read permission to
the object pointed by the variable (thus, only methods that keep the object in
the same state may be called); typeof(r1, State “Init”) asserts that the object
is in the Init state; and packed(r1) indicates that the object’s fields are hidden
behind the abstract typestate view. The same meanings apply to r2. Finally,
eq(r1, r2) asserts that both variables hold the same reference.

To relieve the programmer from writing the assertions, JATYC embeds a
prototypal algorithm that infers all the assertions. The inference algo-
rithm is inspired by the work done in [14]. It has four steps: variables and
fields are collected; assertions over symbolic fractions, types and equalities are
constructed and associated with each expression in the code (before and after);
each expression is analyzed and constraints over the symbols are produced; and
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finally, the constraint system is given to the Z3 Solver [9]. A satisfiable system
ensures: objects obey each other’s protocols, even in the presence of aliasing; no
data-races occur at the level of variables and fields; method calls that change
the state of an object do not interfere with each other.

List. 1.9 shows a file being read in a separate thread (line 5), while in the
main thread, the reader is closed before waiting for the thread to finish (line 9).
This will result in an IOException when trying to read the closed file (line 5).
The algorithm infers that full permission to the reader object is required in the
thread (to read from it), and in the main thread (to close it). When t.start is
called, full permission is acquired, leaving the main thread with no permission to
the reader. When r.close is called, full permission is necessary, but not available.
This contradiction will result in no solution being found, showing that there is a
problem in the code. If r.close() is moved after t.join(), a solution will be found,
and the code accepted, since t.join() gives back the permissions acquired when
the thread started.

Listing 1.9. Concurrent LineReader use
1 LineReader r = new LineReader ( ) ;
2 i f ( r . open ( ) == Status .OK) {
3 Thread t = new Thread ( ( ) => {
4 while ( ! r . e o f ( ) ) {
5 p r i n t l n ( r . read ( ) ) ;
6 }
7 }) ;
8 t . s t a r t ( ) ;
9 r . c l o s e ( ) ;

10 t . j o i n ( ) ;
11 }

Limitations. First, subtyping and dynamic method dispatch in Java are
currently ignored. This means that the programmer currently needs to avoid us-
ing these Java features to still benefit from the guarantees that the tool provides.
Secondly, the inference algorithm has some issues: all objects are considered to
be unpacked, what causes problems if for example we want to work with recur-
sive data structures; the analysis of threads only works if the thread is started
and waited upon in the context in which it was created; and if the algorithm
reports that it found no solution, no further information is given about the pos-
sible root problem. Thirdly, although the tool is fast at inferring the fractional
permissions, it is slow at inferring the types. Finally, only concurrent scenar-
ios with either a single reader and writer or multiple readers are allowed. For
example, the scenario in List. 1.10 is not currently possible.

Listing 1.10. One writer and one reader
1 new Thread ( ( ) => {
2 while ( ! r . e o f ( ) )
3 p r i n t l n ( r . read ( ) ) ;
4 }) ;
5
6 new Thread ( ( ) => {
7 while ( ! r . e o f ( ) ) {}
8 }) ;
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5 Future work

To lift the restrictions leading to the rejection of the code in List. 1.10, allowing
more permissible yet safe concurrent accesses to data, we will incorporate stan-
dard approaches like Rely-Guarantee [23], locks and monitors. We also plan to
fix limitations previously mentioned by taking into account subtyping and dy-
namic method dispatching. We are aware of the work done in [3], and it would be
interesting to integrate the notion of synchronous session subtyping in JATYC.
Subtyping support is crucial and it should be our first next step. Additionally,
we plan to implement the inference of packing and unpacking, and pinpoint the
code locations that caused the constraint system to be unsatisfiable, allowing
the programmer to find out where the problem is. Furthermore, we would like
to support generics and collections. Finally, we plan to improve the performance
of the inference algorithm by only using Z3 to infer the fractional permissions
and using a different technique to infer the types.
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